functional brain networks defined by resting-state fMRI. We discuss why additional validations 23 in the original article are invalid and/or misleading and suggest future directions.
25
Main Text 26 A recent study explores relationships between gene expression and distributed spatial 27 patterns of synchronous brain activity consistently observed in resting state (RS) fMRI (Richiardi 28 et al., 2015) using microarray data from the Allen Brain Atlas (http://human.brain-map.org, 29 (Hawrylycz et al., 2012) ). The authors correctly state that "While functional networks are 30 distributed spatially, meaning they cross over different tissue types, and that their sample can be 31 spatially distant, it is important to ensure that a high strength fraction (SF) does not simply 32 reflect the fact that tissues are the same." They attempt to correct for spatial proximity by 33 omitting edges between regions falling in the same "tissue class", which are ontological labels 34 provided by Allen Brain Atlas (Supplementary Table 4 in (Richiardi et al., 2015) . However, this 35 approach inadequately controls for spatial proximity: nearby regions will fail to have their edges 36 removed by a label boundary dividing them, while longer edges within a tissue label will be 37 removed instead ( Fig 1A) . The issues remains even when correction uses coarser tissue classes.
38
Even after removing within-tissue edges, there remains an association between tissue-39 tissue correlations and distance (R=-0.10, p<10E-6), with nearby regions tending to have higher which is not true given the spatial autocorrelation and distance bias.
57
Although not reported in the original article, the authors claim that SF remains significant 58 after a linear regression-based distance correction is applied and only positive connections are 59 included (personal communication). However, there are two problems with this: 1) The 60 assumption that tissue-tissue correlation strength various linearly with distance is too strong. A 61 plot of the tissue-tissue correlations vs. distance shows that the best-fit curve is steep for short 62 edges and less steep at around 20mm: after adjusting for the best-fit line there will still be a 63 distance bias. Model-based correction will not be as optimal as simply removing proximal 
